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Understanding intuitive theories of climate change
Brittany Schotsch (bschotsc@asu.edu)

School of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Arizona State University

Derek Powell (dmpowell@asu.edu)
School of Social and Behavioral Sciences

Arizona State University

Abstract

There is a pressing need to inform the public and drive per-
sonal and political action to mitigate climate change. Recent
theorizing suggests that people’s intuitive theories may be key
levers for affecting attitude and behavior change (Weisman &
Markman, 2017). We asked 400 participants to estimate the
probability of different future events related to climate change.
Our findings indicate that people hold coherent theories of cli-
mate change, that these theories were predictive of policy po-
sitions, and that they varied across individuals and across par-
tisan groups. In particular, political independents and Repub-
licans’s causal models underestimated the impacts of climate
change. We also examined an educational intervention that ex-
plains a key mechanism of climate change (Ranney & Clark,
2016). Unfortunately, while the intervention increased mech-
anistic knowledge, it did not affect participants’ beliefs about
climate outcomes. Nevertheless, the coherence of participants’
intuitive theories gives hope that other educational interven-
tions could have meaningful and systematic effects on policy
attitudes and political behaviors.

Keywords: Intuitive theories; Behavioral interventions;
Bayesian models; Causal reasoning

At 3:20pm on September 19, 2020, the numbers
“7:103:15:40:07” appeared on a massive digital display in
New York’s Union Square. Immediately, the numbers began
counting down. Created by climate activists Gan Golan and
Andrew Boyd, this countdown clock presents the years, days,
hours, minutes, and seconds left before humanity’s green-
house gas emissions will inexorably lead average global tem-
peratures to rise by more than 1.5 degrees C (Moynihan,
2020). As outlined in the Paris Climate Agreement, levels
of warming beyond 1.5 degrees C are expected to cause ir-
reversible damage. Golan and Boyd’s goal in displaying this
clock was to galvanize climate action through a highly visible
and visceral illustration of climate change’s pressing dangers.
But is this type of grand gesture the most effective communi-
cation approach? As the clock counts down, how can social
and cognitive science inform efforts to mobilize political ac-
tion to avert climate catastrophe?

A growing body of evidence suggests that people’s “intu-
itive theories” are key determinants of attitudes and behavior,
and therefore key levers for changing those attitudes and be-
haviors (for a review, see Weisman & Markman, 2017). Intu-
itive theories are mental models for how the world works that
encode the causal and logical relationships within a domain
(e.g. Carey, 2009; Gelman & Legare, 2011; Gerstenberg et
al., 2021; Gopnik & Wellman, 1994; Keil, 1994). Analogous

to scientific theories, they are thought to underlie humans’
unique ability to reason accurately about rich and complex
domains even from an early age (Gopnik & Wellman, 1994).

Weisman and Markman (2017) have proposed a method
for leveraging intuitive theories to develop educational inter-
ventions that bring about behavioral change. To paraphrase,
the approach consists of two main steps: First, research must
assess people’s existing intuitive theories to identify where
gaps or inaccuracies in those theories fail to motivate optimal
decisions or behavior. Then, from these insights, educational
interventions can be designed to fill in these gaps or correct
these misconceptions to bring their intuitive theories closer to
the ideal.

Weisman and Markman (2017) review several case-studies
where researchers successfully deployed this kind of ap-
proach to produce attitude and behavior change. In one exam-
ple, Au and colleagues (2008) focused on teaching children
the importance of washing their hands to minimize the spread
of bacteria and viruses. Research indicates that children’s un-
derstanding of viruses and bacteria is generally more mechan-
ical than biological. In order to address this gap in children’s
intuitive theories, Au and colleagues (2008) developed an in-
tervention to teach children that bacteria are living things that
thrive in certain environments such as the human body, but
they are killed by disinfectants and soaps. They emphasized
the importance of washing hands, as people often touch their
eyes, nose, and mouth giving bacteria and viruses the ability
to enter the body. By enriching their intuitive theories, chil-
dren showed increased understanding of when hand wash-
ing was needed to minimize risk of spreading germs, even
in novel situations beyond the direct teachings of the inter-
vention.

In a larger project, we are working to apply Weisman and
Markman’s (2017) approach to motivate action to mitigate
climate change. Our first step is to understand the concep-
tual structure and workings of people’s intuitive theories of
climate change.

A recent poll by researchers at Yale and George Mason
Universities (Leiserowitz et al., 2021) sheds some light on
Americans’ thinking around climate change. About three-
quarters of Americans accept that climate change is happen-
ing, and 70% are at least “somewhat worried” about it. How-
ever, there are also divisions: only about half of Americans
think that they will personally be harmed by climate change
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and only 60% understand that it is mostly human-caused.
Americans’ intuitive theories are perhaps most united in be-
ing relatively impoverished: most Americans appear to lack
any meaningful understanding of the greenhouse effect or the
general causes of climate change. In an open-ended survey of
270 Americans that asked them to explain the causes of cli-
mate change, only 3% mentioned the greenhouse effect (Ran-
ney & Clark, 2016).

To be effective, intuitive theories must encode relevant
causal and logical relationships that support accurate predic-
tion and effective action to bring about desired outcomes.
When people’s theories are wanting, they can fail to support
confident inferences or motivate decisive actions (Weisman
& Markman, 2017). It is clear there is room for many Amer-
icans’ intuitive theories of climate change to be improved.

In addition, further understanding of differences across in-
dividuals and groups could help us understand the drivers
of skepticism and inform the development of interventions
tailored to different groups. Politics clearly play a crucial
role. Though long-politicized, recently there has been an in-
ternational rise in skepticism about the realities of climate
change among the political right (Merkley & Stecula, 2020),
and political affiliations strongly influences beliefs in climate
change in the U.S. (Hornsey et al., 2016).

With sufficient understanding of existing intuitive theories,
interventions might be developed to encourage climate ac-
tion. In this spirit, Ranney and Clark (2016) have devel-
oped an educational intervention focused on enhancing par-
ticipants’ understanding of the physical and chemical mecha-
nisms of climate change that may offer a useful starting point.
The intervention explains the greenhouse effect by describing
the causal connection between the release of carbon dioxide
and the Earth’s increasing global temperature. As expected,
the intervention had a significant effect on participants’ mech-
anistic understanding of climate change. And, as hoped, they
found the intervention also increased participants’ acceptance
of anthropogenic climate change.

Computational models of intuitive theories

The first and primary goal of this work is to develop a richer
and more formal understanding of the lay theory of climate
change. Recent work has sought to formally model intu-
itive theories in a number of domains with a variety of dif-
ferent computational approaches (e.g. Battaglia et al., 2013;
Gerstenberg et al., 2021; Gopnik et al., 2004; Powell et al.,
2018). Following these trends, we seek to build a computa-
tional model of the intuitive theories of climate change that
should provide the opportunity for sharper tests of psycho-
logical theory and help prioritize the development of inter-
ventions (Powell et al., 2018; Weisman & Markman, 2017).

Acidification (F)

CO2 (A)

Drought (D)Extreme weather (E)Sea rise (C)

Warming (B)

Figure 1: A Directed Acyclic Graph depicting a (partial) in-
tuitive theory of climate change.

As with scientific theories, causal relationships are key
components of intuitive theories. Understanding how causes
bring about effects supports intervening on the world to bring
about desired outcomes, and understanding the causes of ef-
fects supports diagnostic inferences that can provide new in-
formation. Structural Causal Models (Pearl, 2003) therefore
offer a useful means to formally represent intuitive theories
(Gopnik et al., 2004; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005). These
models consist of a causal diagram called a “directed acyclic
graph” (DAG) that specify the causal relations (represented
as edges in a graph) among different entities (represented as
nodes).

We sought to apply this class of formal models to describe
people’s intuitive theories of climate change. The DAG in
Figure 1 presents a partial picture of one potential intuitive
theory of climate change. Atmospheric CO2 levels cause
warming, which in turn causes rising sea levels, droughts
and wildfires, and extreme weather events. Atmospheric CO2
also directly leads to acidification of the oceans and impacts
on shellfish and other marine life.

Combining a DAG with a joint probability distribution over
its nodes (e.g. P(A,B,C,D,E,F)) yields a Bayesian Network,
a graphical model that permits quantitative inferences con-
cerning the entities in the graph. Given a specific graphical
structure, a joint probability distribution can be decomposed
into a set of conditional probability distributions (CPDs), one
corresponding to each node.

Causal relationships within such structural causal models
are sometimes summarized in terms of their causal strengths
(Cheng, 1997; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Holyoak &
Cheng, 2011; Lu et al., 2008). Under this formulation, causes
can be generative or preventative, and the strength of a cause,
wc, influences the probability of an effect occurring relative
to the probability of the effect occurring in its absence. This
probability is often also expressed as a causal strength, wb,
representing the strength of all combined background causes.
These causal strengths can be inferred from participants’ con-
ditional probability judgments, by assuming that the CPT for
the effect follows a noisy-logical distribution (Cheng, 1997).
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wb = P(e|¬c)

wc =


P(e|c)−P(e|¬c)

1−P(e|¬c) P(e|c)> P(e|¬c)

1− P(e|c)
P(e|¬c) P(e|c)< P(e|¬c)

0 P(e|c) = P(e|¬c)

Here, we explored how this formal approach could be ap-
plied to understand intuitive theories of climate change. We
began by assuming that the basic structure of people’s intu-
itive theory of climate change is shared, and can be (at least
partially) represented by the DAG in Figure 1. We then asked
participants to make a set of probability judgments that would
allow us to fill in the CPDs of this model for each person in-
dividually.

We were first interested in whether people’s intuitive the-
ories could be considered coherent: would their probability
judgments fit together? Secondly, we were interested in how
intuitive theories might differ across individuals and groups.
And finally, we were interested in whether specific aspects of
this theory might change following an educational interven-
tion.

Study
This study was preregistered (https://osf.io/bvw25) and
all data and analysis scripts are available at https://osf
.io/vu5zq/.

Methods

Participants A total of 400 U.S.-based participants were
recruited for this study through the CloudResearch survey re-
cruitment platform, which provides access to a group of pre-
screened workers from Amazon’s mechanical Turk work dis-
tribution website. All participants stated that they were ≥
18 years old, English speaking, and residing in the United
States. Participants were invited to two phases of the study.
In each phase, they were asked to complete an approximately
15-minute Qualtrics survey. They were compensated $2.25
for their participation in each phase of the study. Participants
who failed the attention check (n = 32) were excluded from
further analysis. All participants passing attention checks
were invited to participate again in Phase 2. Of these, 252
returned and passed the attention check in Phase 2 to be in-
cluded in the Phase 2 analyses.

Materials and procedures This study was conducted in
two phases, each administered via an online Qualtrics sur-
vey. Participants were first presented with 22 possible future
events and asked to estimate the probability of that event oc-
curring. They made their responses using a free response box
to input the percentage chance from 0% to 100%. An at-
tention check question was presented at random among the
events that asked participants to enter 77% to pass the check.

Participants made probability judgments focused on six ba-
sic events relevant to climate change, all prefixed with the
timeline, “By the year 2040, . . . ”:

(A) World greenhouse gas emissions have been reduced to near
net zero

(B) The average global temperature has increased by more than
1.5 degrees celsius

(C) Sea levels will rise high enough to require major infrastruc-
ture changes in many coastal U.S. cities

(D) Hurricanes and other tropical storms have become much
more frequent in the U.S.

(E) Wildfires, droughts, and extreme heat waves have become
much more frequent in the U.S.

(F) Ocean acidification will have created a severe shellfish
shortage.

Participants made judgments about these events, their
negations, and conditional probabilities relating them to one
another according to the DAG in Figure 1.

Participants were then asked 8 questions regarding their
attitudes toward potential U.S. federal climate change poli-
cies. Participants were given a four point scale to rate their
likelihood to vote for the policies, with possible responses
of “definitely yes”, “probably yes,” “probably no” and “def-
initely no”. These federal climate change policy questions
were adapted and updated from a survey by Schwom and col-
leagues (2010).

Finally, participants were asked to provide some basic de-
mographic information.

The next day, participants were invited back for the sec-
ond phase of this study where they were randomly assigned
to the “intervention” or “control” conditions. Participants
in the intervention condition were shown an informative 3-
minute video describing the mechanics of the greenhouse ef-
fect (Lamprey & Ranney, 2013; Ranney & Clark, 2016). The
video explains that greenhouse gasses like CO2 allow visible
light to reach the Earth’s surface and then trap the infrared
light that reflects off the earth, thereby storing that energy in
the atmosphere and warming the planet. We hypothesized
that this intervention would directly affect participants’ un-
derstanding of the conditional probability of global warming
given that CO2 emissions are or are not reduced to near net
zero. In turn, we predicted this would then affect other down-
stream beliefs about warming and its effects.

After the intervention, all participants were asked to again
judge the probability of events from Phase 1 and to responded
to the same 8 potential federal climate change policy ques-
tions. Finally, all participants were given a short quiz on the
mechanisms of climate change to test their understanding of
the intervention.
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Figure 2: Left, histograms showing inferred distributions of causal strengths for causal relationships encoded in the intuitive
theory. For plotting purposes, generative strengths (purple) are coded positive and preventive strengths (orange) are coded
negative. Right, predicted and observed probabilities of effect nodes given participant’s simple probability judgments of their
causes (parents) and conditional probability judgments.

Results

The foremost goal of this study was to gain insight into peo-
ple’s intuitive theories of climate change from their probabil-
ity judgments. We hypothesized that people’s intuitive the-
ories generally contain the causal structure depicted in Fig-
ure 1. We asked people to report the simple and conditional
probabilities that would allow us to capture the probability
distribution connecting this set of relevant beliefs.

Figure 2 (left) shows the inferred judgments of causal
strength between each node and its descendents, computed
from participants’ conditional probability judgments. As
shown in the figure, a clear and large majority understood
that reducing greenhouse gas emissions (A) would have a pre-
ventative effect on warming (B) and ocean acidification (F;
i.e. they judged P(B|A)< P(B|¬A) and P(F |A)< P(F |¬A)).
And likewise a clear and large majority understood that
warming (B) will generate the negative effects C, D, and E.

First we sought to test a key feature of probability distri-
butions and intuitive theories: that they are coherent. Empir-
ically, this means that different simple and conditional prob-
ability judgments should comport well with one another. For
instance, we should be able to use participants’ judgments of
P(A) and of P(B|A) to predict their judgments of P(B).

The right panel shows the predicted and observed values
for each of the child nodes based on their parents and the rel-
evant conditional probability judgments. Overall, these cor-
relations are quite strong, suggesting that participants’ prob-
ability estimates are largely coherent.1 Importantly, people’s
conditional probability estimates convey crucial information
about their understanding of the relationships among vari-
ables: predictions based only on the perceived probability of
the parent event were much poorer than predictions that also
incorporated conditional probability estimates (∆R2 ranging
from .29 to .53).

1It is worth noting that participants did appear to have some trou-
ble coherently judging the probability of negations. For this reason,
we focused our analyses on participants’ simple probability judg-
ments for the non-negated statements and ignored the negations.
Another approach is to estimate the “true” probability based on each
simple statement and its negation. This method produces similar but
slightly weaker correlations.

Variation in intuitive theories As depicted in Figures 2
and 3, there is substantial variability in the probabilities that
participants assign to different future climate events. Given
the politicized nature of climate change in the U.S., we sus-
pected that intuitive theories might vary with participants’ po-
litical orientations.

Figure 3 shows the distributions of probability judgments
for each event from participants identifying as Democrats
(210), Republicans (59), and Independents (92; i.e. those not
identifying with any major political party). First, there is
broad agreement across U.S. political groups about the po-
litical chances of reducing emissions to net zero by 2040 (A),
with all groups assigning relatively low probabilities. But rel-
ative to Democrats, Independents and especially Republicans
underestimate the probability of all of the climate impacts that
will result from sustained CO2 emissions (B-F).

It appears that Independents and Republicans are not just
optimistic relative to Democrats, but instead hold somewhat
different mental models. This can be seen in the different
causal strengths implied by their conditional probability es-
timates, shown in Figure 3. Republicans and Independents
do not simply underestimate the likelihood of negative events
overall. Although they appreciate the causal importance of
cutting CO2 emissions to curb warming, they underestimate
the power of warming to cause rising oceans, droughts, and
extreme weather. In particular, substantial proportions of Re-
publicans assign extremely weak causal strengths to global
warming for causing negative consequences (i.e. over 25% of
Republicans assign causal strengths < .10 for at least one of
B →C, B → D, B → E).

Despite the disconnect between some Republican partici-
pants’ intuitive theories and scientific consensus around cli-
mate change, their intuitive theories appear just as internally
coherent as Democrats’ and Independents’. That is, correla-
tions among implied and observed event probabilities (as cal-
culated in Figure 2) were similarly strong among members of
each party (Dem. r = 0.77; Ind. r = 0.775; Rep. r = 0.722).
Intuitive theories and policy positions We averaged par-
ticipants’ endorsements of the 8 policy questions to estimate
their overall attitude toward environmental policies. Partici-
pants’ political affiliations predicted their policy attitudes: a
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Figure 3: Boxplots illustrating the distribution of simple probability judgments (top), conditional probability judgments (mid-
dle), and causal strenghts (bottom) among Democrat, Independent, and Republican-identifying participants.

simple linear regression of political leanings and party mem-
bership (both as categorical variables) accounted for 28.8%
of the variance in participant’s policy attitudes.

As shown above, political affiliations are associated with
features of participants’ intuitive theories. However, partic-
ipant’s intuitive theories were also predictive of their pol-
icy attitudes over-and-above their political leanings: Adding
participants’ simple probability judgments for events A-F in-
creased the variance accounted for by the model to 37.9%
(∆R2 = 9.1%, F(6) = 8.692, p < .001). Although education
addressing people’s intuitive theories may not be a panacea
for motivating political action addressing climate change,
these findings indicate it should be an important lever.
Intervention results Phase 2 of the study re-recruited par-
ticipants and presented some with a brief educational inter-
vention video describing the greenhouse effect as a major
cause of global warming. Ranney and Clark (2016) report
that this intervention improves understanding and increases
acceptance of anthropogenic climate change.

We hypothesized that this intervention would strenghten
understanding of the causal relationship between greenhouse
gas emmisions and global warming. Specifically, we pre-
dicted that it would affect judgments of the probability of
warming given a failure to reduce emissions, and conse-
quently increase the perceived probability of warming and its

downstream consequences.

Unfortunately, the intervention had no effect on people’s
intuitive theories as measured by their probability judgments.
Participants did not anticipate that warming was more likely
following the intervention, nor did their conditional proba-
bility judgments reflect any change in their understanding of
the relationships between CO2 emissions and climate change
(measured by effect on warming beliefs: t(235) = 1.622, p
= 0.106, measured by evidence ratio: t(235) = -0.722, p =
0.471, measured by causal strength: t(235) = -1.358, p =
0.176).

As a manipulation check, we presented participants with a
short 5-question quiz about climate change, focused on the
topics covered in the intervention. Participants in the inter-
vention condition performed significantly better than those in
the control condition (t(235) = -9.78, p < .001, d = -1.27),
suggesting that the null effect is not due to a lack of attention
or comprehension.

The intervention may have had some positive impact on
participants’ policy attitudes: Overall, there was a more pos-
itive change in attitudes in the intervention group than in the
control group, t(237) = -2.11, p = .036. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 4, the changes were quite small, but they are broadly con-
sistent with effects observed with similar brief interventions
(Rode et al., 2021). However, the changes appear to be driven
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titudes. Differences are shown overall (left) and broken down
by political party (right). Error bars indicate standard errors.

largely by participants identifying as Democrats, although it
is hard to rule out effects among other partisans in a sample
of this size (tests of interactions across partisan groups were
non-significant). It is unclear how exactly the intervention
has influenced these attitudes, but it does not appear to have
occurred through a meaningful shift in participants’ intuitive
theories.

Discussion
The results of this study first suggest that people have coher-
ent intuitive theories of climate change and that they think
about the causes and effects of climate change in systematic
ways. Individual participants’ simple and conditional prob-
ability judgments were coherent and strongly predictive of
one another as prescribed by probability theory. The ma-
jority of participants indicated understanding of the connec-
tions between reducing greenhouse gas emissions and slow-
ing global temperature increase, and between global temper-
ature increase and harmful outcomes like droughts, extreme
weather, and rising sea levels. However, there was substan-
tial variation across individuals and a general tendency to un-
derestimate the probability of outcomes compared with the
scientific consensus. In particular, political conservatives and
independents in the U.S. reliably and in some cases severely
underestimate the connection between global warming and its
effects.

Second, participants’ probability judgments predicted at-
titudes toward government policies aimed at curbing climate
change. Importantly, participants’ intuitive theories were pre-
dictive of policy attitudes over and above their political af-
filiations. These findings are consistent with the important
role of intuitive theories for shaping attitudes and behaviors
(Weisman & Markman, 2017).

Finally and unfortunately, an intervention explaining the
physical mechanisms of the greenhouse effect did not affect
participant’s understanding of the causal connection between
CO2 emissions and warming, having no effect on their con-
ditional probability judgments. The failure of the interven-
tion to impact intuitive theories may highlight a difference

between simple knowledge of facts and deeper understanding
thought to be embodied in intuitive theories. Although partic-
ipants who saw the intervention learned the facts, they appear
to have failed to internalize that knowledge as part of their
intuitive theories.

There are other important limitations to the present work
that bear further investigation. First, more could be done to
assess whether people’s beliefs are truly driven by a coherent
intuitive theory. For instance, additional conditional probabil-
ity judgments could more fully test whether reports are con-
sistent with the hypothesized structure (e.g. testing not only
C|B and D|B, but also B|C, B|D, C|D and D|C) (e.g. Fern-
bach et al., 2010, 2011). Future studies should also explore
how other issues fit into intuitive theories of climate change,
such as beliefs about whether scientific innovation will mit-
igating negative climate effects, whether people believe they
will be personally impacted by climate change, and beliefs
about other putative causes of global warming. Finally, re-
cruitment of representative samples would help to to more ac-
curately characterize differences among U.S. political groups.

Our investigation has highlighted several other important
gaps in American’s intuitive theories of climate change that
might be addressed through educational interventions. First,
there is a general underestimation of the probability that
global warming will surpass 1.5 degrees C. Climate sci-
entists overwhelmingly predict—with an extreme degree of
certainty—that without significant emission reductions the
planet will warm past 1.5 degrees C. Yet the overall median
estimated probability among our participants was only a 60%
chance. Similarly, more representative polling indicates that
only about one in four Americans understand that over 90%
of climate scientists agree on the anthropogenic causes of cli-
mate change (Leiserowitz et al., 2021). Together these find-
ings suggest that interventions emphasizing the strength of
scientific consensus (Cook & Lewandowsky, 2016; Priniski
& Horne, 2019) are likely to be crucial. This intervention is
not simply an appeal to authority, but also appears to target an
important gap in people’s intuitive theories of climate change.

However, other gaps require further attention. Even if peo-
ple were persuaded of the near-certainty of warming without
action, our findings suggest they would still be somewhat di-
vided over the implications. There was substantial variabil-
ity in participant’s perceptions of the causal connections be-
tween warming and negative outcomes, especially across par-
tisan groups. So, educational interventions that address these
points will likely be necessary to spur action and to bridge
partisan divides.

Our findings have helped enrich our scientific understand-
ing of people’s intuitive theory of climate change. Despite
their many inaccuracies, the coherence of people’s intuitive
theories gives a glimmer of hope: it suggests people are able
to think about this domain in systematic ways and that they
might be appropriately responsive to the right sorts of rea-
sons.
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